TO SEE IN THE CIRCUIT

Le Chemin de la Nova Lira

TO REACH LA NEUVE LYRE

By the RN 12 road to Verneuil Sur Avre, toward L’Aigle, and Rugles;
and la Neuve Lyre
SNCF Paris-Vaugirard/Granville, station Verneuil Sur Avre (21km)

The Church « Saint Gilles » :
The church consists of a nave with two aisles dating from the late 12th
century and a rectangular choir dating from the late 13th century. The
bell-shaped square tower dates from the late 12th century.
Outer side walls are supported by buttresses flat ass. It has an organ
(classified) built by the famous organ builder George Luce in 1840.

SNCF 370 Evreux - Conches - L’aigle
By the D140 road (Bernay) - D833 (La Barre en Ouche) - D830
(Rugles), and la Neuve Lyre

CATERING
Fountain :
In 1902, Emile Bourgeois, owner of a large china shop in Paris, offers this
magnificent fountain to the city of La Neuve Lyre. It has a cast iron
center terminal, decorated with plants and three naked children that
support two basins or flowing. It rests in a circular basin.

Aux Délices du Voyageur, la Vieille Lyre
Le Lutin, la Neuve Lyre

The Baraguey plant in Chagny :
The plant was founded in 1780 by Mr. Baraguey-Saillard on the site of an
old grist mill that belonged to the abbey of La Vieille Lyre. It originally
manufactured pins and copper points. In 1842, Germain Baraguey, a rich
merchant of pins from Rugles, turned it into a wire mill. She then produced plates and son in copper or brass. Producing for both boiler, the
navy, and the crafts. She experienced significant growth under the direction of Emile Baraguey Fouquet, son of Germain and under his little son
Lucien.
At its peak the factory employed 240 workers. World war i forced the
compagny to shift its production to produce pellets of shells and cartridges firthe French army. The economic crisis of 1930 in the United
States touched France and the compagny was forced to close its doors in
July 1931. 200 workers were unemployed.
Part of the premises is occupied by the compagny Paprec Normandy
Plastics specializes in plastic recycling.

Castle of la Chapelle :
Since 1651, the field of La Chepelle belonged to the family De la Vallée.
In 1876, Emile Baraguey, wealthy industrialist, commissioned architect
Jacques Beaumier the transformation of the castle and the construction of
two separate pavilions (the chapel and the hunting lodge).

Rouge Maison : (situated on the town of

Des Lyres en cuisine
Café-Restaurant « Les Routiers »

Bois-Normand)

This place known is mentioned in archival documents of the 15th century. Before 1511, it was a property dependent on a large estate belonging
to the family Muterel. It is unclear whether the domain name comes
from the color of the house, the color of the surrounding land or in memory of a bloody fact. The present castle is composed of a central and
two side pavilions.

Restaurant de la Risle, Ambenay

THE CHARTER OF HIKER

- Stay in the marked out roads
- Keep your dog in leach
- Respect culture and animals, close behind you barriers and fence,
and respect limits of proprety
- Observe the fauna and the flora without getting them.
- Be silent and discreet, do not frighten animals.
- Be courteous with walkers and the oher lover of nature.
- Do not play the Tom Thumbs (collect your waste)
- The forest also burns in Normandy : the fire is forbidden,
attention on matches!
- Respect equipments of welcome and road marking.
- In period of hunting, avoid paths in forest.

INFORMATION
Communauté de Communes de Rugles
32 rue Notre Dame
27250 Rugles
Tél. : 02.32.24.63.55
www.comcomderugles.fr
Comité Départemental du Tourisme
3, rue du Commandant Letellier
BP 367
F 27003 Evreux CEDEX
Tél. : 02.32.62.04.27
Www.eure-tourisme.fr

Course of
La Neuve Lyre

